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WHAT IS A 
BIDET SEAT?
A bidet seat is a device that attaches to an existing 
toilet . A bidet seat uses clean water to clean after toilet 
use and can save up to 75% of toilet paper. Bidet seats 
are currently widely popular in Asia . Smart advanced 
bidet seats are capable of more than just washing. 
Tushy.com
TERMINOLOGY
REAR WASH washes the buttocks 
after elimitation using a targetted water 
spray.
FRONT (FEMININE) WASH washes 
feminine parts using a wide water spray.
AIR DRY is a touch-less drying function 
using a warm stream of air.
DEODORIZE eliminates unpleasant 
odors inside the bowl using a 
scent-neutralizing charcoal filter.
HEATED SEAT keeps the seat at a 
pleasurable temperature.
SELF-CLEANING NOZZLE keeps the 
nozzle clean using water or UV-light 
sterilization process when it’s retracted.
NIGHTLIGHT illuminates the toilet bowl 
at night to help user find their way at 
night.
OSCILLATION & PULSATION of the 
water offer a more effective cleaning 
technique. Oscillation makes the nozzle 
move back and forth whereas pulsation 
repeptitively and quickly turns water on 
and off. 
TASKS THAT 
BIDETS DO
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BIDET TYPES
Bidet attachments Bidet seats
It is a non-electronic toilet-top attachment 
with basic functions which are operated 
by a side panel with a knobs. As of 2020, 
their price ranges between $25 and $99.
Bidet seats come with a seat and 
can offer intermediate and advanced 
functions. More affordable seats have 
manual controls, but most bidet have 
electric controls. More economic 
options have a side control panel, while 
more advanced options come with 
a remote control. The price range is 
between $55 and $1000. 
Smart toilets
Smart toilets are comparatively less 
common in the US market. They are 
the most expensive bidet products but 
are not much more advanced than the 
most advanced bidet seats. They are 
operated by a remote control.
Visual cues on a bidet 
with a side panel
Visual cues on a bidet  
with a remote control
Control placement on a bidet 
with a side panel
Control placement on a bidet  
with a remote control
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VISUAL CUES &
CONTROL PLACEMENT
Unlike bidet attachments, bidet seats come with 
a seat and can offer intermediate and advanced 
functions. More affordable seats have manual 
controls, but most bidet have electric controls. 
More economic options have a side control panel, 
while more advanced options come with a remote 
control. The price range is between $55 and $1000. 
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1 - DURAVIT
$1000, premium seat
Cards with multiple languages
1 3
2
3 - DURAVIT
$1000, premium seat
2 - Kohler
$8000, premium toilet
Controlled with Alexa
REMOTE 
CONTROLS
VOICE-CONTROLLED PHONE APP WALL-MOUNTED SIDE PANEL
5 - Kohler, $3795, premium toilet
4 - Alpha Bidet
$264, economic seat
5 - Kohler
$3795, premium toilet
6 - BioBidet
$629, premium seat
7 - OVE
$288, intermediate seat
8 - Novita
$326, intermediate seat
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ONLINE 
RESEARCH
There is no rule to how the remote controls functions 
should be organized. Most remotes display all the 
functions in a single layer of information. 
Spray
activation
Stop Dry Pressure Nozzle
position
Temp
adjustment
Other
ORGANIZING REMOTES 
BASED ON TYPES OF 
TACTILE INPUTS
ORGANIZING REMOTES 
BASED ON TYPES OF 
VISUAL INPUTS
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CONTROL 
ANALYSIS
Novita Wall-Mounted Control
Poor hand posture when picking it up; Not designed to 
be held in hands; Large, easy-to-understand graphics
HANDS-ON 
RESEARCH
Inax Side Panel Control
Hard to read due to the glossy finish and small 
graphics; poor posture; controls in the back are 
hard to reach
Kohler Remote Control
Not ergonomic in hand; Preset 
controls are limited to 2 users and 
hard to see
Inax Wall-Mounted Control
Not designed to be picked up or held in hands; Too 
many controls and screens; Confusing visual hierarchy
Veken Knob Control
On/Off and Position spray in one control; 
Few but small graphics
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INTERVIEWS &
BIDET USERS
6 interview participants shared their every-day 
experience with using their electric bidet. Quotes 
from the interviews were distilled into insights. 
“Bidet should serve a very simple purpose and 
the way you operate it should be simple and 
straightforward.”
DESIRE FOR SIMPLICITY
POSITIONING
“I don’t have to change position frequently 
because my spray oscillates by default.”
“I either scood over when the spray is a 
little off or I change position settings when 
the spray is way off.”
“My bidet had 3 position settings and no 
oscillating function. I’d change the position 
every 10 seconds or so to make sure that I 
felt clean.”
Positioning has to be precise. However, 
people sit on the toilet differently  every 
time. Users are willing to move their body 
towards the spray if the difference is small.
When the spray is constant, positioning 
may be used incorrectly to achieve a 
cleaner effect. Oscillation of the spray can 
reduce the need for precise positioning 
while delivering a more effective cleansing 
experience.
Bidet users would like the bidet control to be 
simple and easy to understand.
DESIRE FOR PRESETS
“I wished that I had presets so that 
different people could set it up 
differently.”
“I have to adjust the spray settings every 
time because my husband’s presets are the 
default.”
CONTROLS CAN BE MISPLACED
FREQUENCY OF USE
Spray position: range from never to always depending on whether the spray oscillates
Water pressure: almost never changes unless he/she has a medical condition
Water temperature: changes occassionally based on subjective factors like mood, weather, or season
Bidet users expressed a desire for presets to 
reduce the likelihood of changing settings in 
a multiple-user scenario.
Docking mechanism should be easy to do.
“Sometimes I misplace my remote control... 
I usually put it not top of the toilet tank 
instead of the case on the wall because it is 
flimsy. And then I forget that it’s there.”
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ORGANIZING 
INFORMATION
HIERARCHY OF FUNCTIONS BASED ON THE CURRENT MARKET HIERARCHY OF FUNCTIONS BASED ON MY RESEARCH QUESTION
Although front (feminine) wash and air dry are 
not always used, they belong on the same level 
of importance as rear wash. All three always 
need to be controlled when the bidet is operating.
Secondary functions are “parameters” to 
the primary functions. Water temperature, 
strength, and position only need to be controlled 
sometimes. When the default spray is oscillating, 
the need to change the position and the need 
for precision decreases (from interviews).
PRIMARY FUNCTIONS SECONDARY FUNCTIONS
Tertiary functions are rarely controlled. These functions 
can be: 1. a part of the default settings, 2. automated, 
or 3. found under settings. They are not needed 
when the bidet is running. Oscillation and pulsation 
raise the effectiveness of the spray and therefore are 
TERTIARY FUNCTIONS
not necessary to control if they are a part of the default 
setting. Deodorizer, gentle open/close lid, heated 
seat, nightlight, nozzle cleaning, and eco mode 
can ideally be automated and found under settings 
when adjustment are needed (which happens rarely).
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WHAT ARE THE 
PROBLEMS?
Bidet controls represent the capabilities of bidet seats. 
However, current bidet controls display too much 
information, are not easy to use, hold, and read.
PURPOSE The purpose of this project is find a usable and useful 
solution to a bidet control design.
RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS
How to organize information to maximize usability?
What type(s) of interactions are comfortable to do?
What physical form to facilitate ease of use?
TARGET GROUP A large target group with variable differences and 
needs who can benefit from this product as they age 
and their abilities decline. 
Varying degrees and combinations of vision, hearing, 
dexterity, mobility, and cognition limitations. Varying 
degrees of technology proficiency
DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN CRITERIA
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
IDEATION
CONCEPTS
PROTOTYPES
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DESIGN 
CRITERIA
Design guidelines for the elderly and for 
accessibility, patents on emerging technologies, 
and interview insights, were reviewed and distilled 
into a list of design criteria to guide the process of 
designing a successful remote control for the elderly.
INFORMATION 
HIERARCHY
The first 3 design criteria for information 
hierarchy come from existing UI/UX design 
guidelines for the elderly or for accessibility. 
Applications of such guidelines were found in some 
peer-reviewed journals.
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INFORMATION 
HIERARCHY
Presets are a desired feature for a multi-user 
scenario.  Current presets are limited to only 2 users 
and can be improved upon.
INFORMATION 
HIERARCHY
Hands-free user identification is desirable as it can 
simplify the way users access their presets. Users 
can be identified by built-in sensors on the seat. 
Heart rate sensors can accurately identify users 
based on their heart rate pattern. It is also the 
most economic and reliable type of sensor for our 
purposes.
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PHYSICAL
FORM
PHYSICAL
FORM
Design guidelines for the elderly and for 
accessibility, patents on emerging technologies, 
and interview insights, were reviewed and distilled 
into a list of design criteria to guide the process of 
designing a successful remote control for the elderly.
Remote controls cannot be misplaced in the 
bathroom. It is important to design a docking 
system that minimizes the risk of misplacement.
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PHYSICAL
FORM
PHYSICAL
FORM
Common bathroom layouts and clearances were 
taken in consideration. All information is relevant 
for US bathrooms only. It was found that the most 
standard residential bathroom layouts have at least 
one vertical surface within users’ reach from the 
toilet.
It is also important to ensure that the remote can be easily 
intergrated into the existing users’ routine. Controlling the bidet 
should be as simple and straightforward as possible.
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USER INTERFACE 
& CONTROLS
All of the criteria for designing UI and controls 
were found in existing UI design guidelines for 
the elderly and for accessibility as well.
DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES
INFORMATION 
HIERARCHY
PHYSICAL 
FORM
USER INTERFACE 
& CONTROLS
Minimize interaction on all levels 
of the information hierarchy.
Seamless intergration into the 
existing bathroom and routine.
Easy to understand at a glance. 
Easy to control. Include multi-
modal input and output.
The list of design criteria is fairly long. For practical reasons I 
created 3 design principles that would guide me towards 
the right design solution at the earlier stages of ideation. 
The design principles encompass an overall message of the 
design criteria in each category.
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IDEATION
ROUND 1
The first round of ideation was focused on exploring 
ways to differentiate primary and secondary 
functions. Ideas were grouped into four categories.
WHICH ONE 
CAN MINIMIZE 
INTERACTIONS?
Minimize interaction on all levels 
of the information hierarchy.
Digital hierarchy is the only type of 
hierarchy that can show or hide information 
from the user and at the same time reduce 
the amount of interaction. A device that 
contains visual hierarchy will inevitably add 
more interaction, whether in a form of sliding 
or flipping, whereas devices with placement or 
gestural hierarchy will neither add nor reduce 
the amount of interaction. 
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CONCEPTS 
DIGITAL REMOTES
3 ways of organizing functions to create 3 
concepts for a digital remote control.
MONITOR WITH 
A SIMPLE REMOTE
TOUCH SCREEN DEVICE 
WITH PHYSICAL 
CONTROLS
SIMPLE REMOTE
CONNECTED TO AN APP
The monitor is attached to the wall in front 
of users while they are seated. The simple 
remote control which contains controls for 
primary functions is also used to operate the 
monitor that displays secondary functions.
The touch screen is for controlling 
secondary functions. The set of physical 
controls is for controlling primary functions.
The simple remote only contains controls for 
primary functions. Secondary functions are 
accessed only via a phone or tablet app.
Easy to understand at a glance. Easy to 
control. Include multi-modal input and 
CONCEPT 
EVALUATION
Concept 2 was the only one that 
included multi-modal input for both 
primary and secondary function.
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IDEATION
ROUND 2
How to create hierarchy within the primary 
functions? How to distinguish rear wash, front wash, air 
dry, and stop in a way that is easy to understand? What 
is the relationship among these functions?
There is a certain order to the primary functions. Air dry 
follows wash, stop follows air dry or wash. Organizing 
functions in a circular layout can convey the cyclical 
nature of the process. 
However, people can sometimes go back and forth 
between functions. They may also opt to skip functions 
based on their preference. I tried to come up with a 
layout of buttons that conveyed the idea of a “cycle 
or process” but still allowed users to choose their 
preferred functions in the end.
TESTING 
SURFACE AREA
Does the control need to be hand-held? 
Yes, because some bathroom layouts may not 
have a vertical surface close to the toilet.
How large do the buttons need to be?
Ideally at least as large as current buttons.
How big is this device?
I used a smartphone as initial size reference 
because it is a touch-screen device that is 
designed for one-hand use. 
Seamless integration into the 
existing bathroom and routine.
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TESTING SIZE 
& PLACEMENT
4 detailed prototypes with different sizes were 
created and testing to determine the size 
that “feels right” in my small female hands. 
Touch target size and thumb reach were 
considered.
A magnetic dock was also tested with the 
device at the key places in the bathroom. 
Testing considered the ease of removing and 
reattaching the device to the dock. 
UI EVOLUTION This was my first UI/UX project and the user interface underwent many iterations both in 
terms of graphic design and UI flow. I paid 
special attention to the design of the controls 
on the touch screen. How many levels of 
precision do users need for each function? 
How much space do we have for tapping 
or dragging with finger? How to graphically 
differentiate one function from another?
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PROTOTYPE
PHYSICAL FORM
PROTOTYPE
UI & CONTROLS
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PROTOTYPE
CREATING USER PROFILE
HOME PAGE
Click on create user profile
SELECT GENDER
Males will never have the 
option to adjust or even view 
front (feminine) wash.
CREATE USERNAME HI, [NAME] 
Introduction to the three 
primary functions.
REAR WASH INTRO
Explanation of what rear wash 
does. Activating rear wash.
REAR WASH SPRAY 
STRENGTH SETTING
Adjusting spray strength 
based on preference.
REAR WASH SPRAY 
POSITION SETTING
Adjusting spray position based 
on preference.
REAR WASH WATER 
TEMPERATURE SETTING
Adjusting water temperature 
based on preference.
FRONT WASH (spray 
strength, position, 
temperature)
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AIR DRY INTRO
Explanation of what air dry 
does. Activating air dry.
AIR DRY TEMPERATURE 
SETTING
Adjusting air dry temperature 
based on preference.
STOP INTRO
Explanation of how to stop any 
function.
SAVED!
Settings are saved. Preview 
included.
HI, [NAME] EXPLORE MENU
Suggestion to explore more 
features. Optional step.
MENU
List of additional features 
(tertiary functions). Most are 
on Auto.
HEATED SEAT
Adjusting heated seat.
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PROTOTYPE
CONTROLLING BIDET
VIRTUAL USER 
STUDY
METHODOLOGY
USER STUDY TIMELINE
EVALUATION TECHNIQUESHI [NAME] HOME PAGE
Option to start wash or dry.
REAR WASH
Rear wash is turned on. Option 
to adjust rear wash settings. 
Front wash page looks the 
same.
AIR DRY
Air dry is turned on. Option to 
adjust air dry settings. 
STOPPED
This page pops up when 
wash or air dry are stopped. 
Summary of how long each 
function was used.
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METHODOLOGY
The user study had to be virtual due to Covid-19 
restrictions. The study was held on Bluejeans video 
conference platform. 
METHOD
Participants were recruited via connections. Prior 
to the study they would receive an email with 
instructions, consent form, and recruitment flyer.
RECRUITMENT
Participants must be at least 60 years old to qualify 
for the user study. Participants with no or mild to 
moderate level of any limitation were qualified 
for the user study. Participants with severe vision, 
hearing, or cognition limitation were excluded as they 
cannot complete the study in this format. Due to the 
limitations of the virtual format, I decided to include 
design professionals who I thought might give more 
detailed feedback compared to regular participants.
SUBJECTS
Participants cannot interact with physical models 
of the remote and therefore cannot give accurate 
feedback on the physical form. They also cannot 
experience the actual bidet during this study.
LIMITATIONS
TIMELINE
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50 VIRTUAL USER STUDY 51VIRTUAL USER STUDY
52 VIRTUAL USER STUDY 53VIRTUAL USER STUDY
54 VIRTUAL USER STUDY 55VIRTUAL USER STUDY
56 VIRTUAL USER STUDY 57VIRTUAL USER STUDY
EVALUATION 
TECHNIQUES
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EVALUATION
EVALUATION: PHYSICAL FORM
EVALUATION: USER INTERFACE & CONTROLS
EVALUATION: INFORMATION HIERARCHY
NEW DESIGN CRITERIA
FINAL DESIGN
PARTICIPANTS’
BACKGROUND
EVALUATION 61
EVALUATION
PHYSICAL FORM
SIZE
PHYSICAL FORM
62 EVALUATION 63EVALUATION
PHYSICAL FORM PHYSICAL FORM
64 EVALUATION 65EVALUATION
PHYSICAL FORM USER INTERFACE
& CONTROLS
66 EVALUATION 67EVALUATION
INFORMATION 
HIERARCHY
USER INTERFACE
& CONTROLS
68 EVALUATION 69EVALUATION
INFORMATION
HIERARCHY
INFORMATION
HIERARCHY
70 EVALUATION 71EVALUATION
INFORMATION
HIERARCHY
INFORMATION
HIERARCHY
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DISCUSSION
ABOUT FEEDBACK
Was the feedback relevant?
The virtual format of the user study was strong at 
presenting the information hierarchy, user interface, 
and controls. Therefore, I considered most of the 
feedback relevant.
Physical form could not be tested in person. 
Therefore, participants could not interact with a real 
physical object. Participants had to imagine the object 
in their hand and although they were presented with 
images and videos of the object in relationship to my 
hand, their guess accuracy is completely subjective. 
Therefore, in terms of feedback on the physical form 
in relationship to hands, I considered the ones coming 
from industrial design professionals, who are more 
experienced at visualizing a 3D object from a 2D 
presentation, more relevant.
Comfortable size of the device is hardest to determine 
virtually. I used 1 percentile female hand grip 
circumference as the limit for the circumference 
of the device (30). 
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NEW DESIGN 
CRITERIA
The newly added or modified design criteria 
are highlighted down below. FINAL DESIGN
Grip circumference 
7.65 in
Single large button
“Inactive” screen 
mode
Dark color 
background
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FINAL DESIGN
CREATE USER PROFILE
HOME PAGE
Click on create user profile
SELECT GENDER
Males will never have the 
option to adjust or even view 
front (feminine) wash.
CREATE USERNAME HI, [NAME] 
Introduction to the three 
primary functions.
REAR WASH INTRO
Explanation of what rear 
wash does. Activating rear 
wash.
REAR WASH SPRAY 
STRENGTH SETTING
Adjusting spray strength 
based on preference.
REAR WASH SPRAY 
POSITION SETTING
Adjusting spray position 
based on preference.
REAR WASH WATER 
TEMPERATURE SETTING
Adjusting water temperature 
based on preference.
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REAR WASH -
 INITIAL TIME ESTIMATE
This is the initial 
recommended time for rear 
washing that is calculated 
based on user’s preferred 
spray strength.
SAVED!
Settings are saved. Preview 
included.
HI, [NAME] EXPLORE MENU
Suggestion to explore more 
features. Optional step.
MENU
List of additional features 
(tertiary functions). Most are 
on Auto.
MEASURING TIME FOR THE 
NEXT REAR WASH CYCLES
Measuring multiple wash 
cycles will determine a more 
accurate wash time. Users will 
be asked to check whether 
they are clean in the next few 
rear wash cycles.
FRONT WASH & AIR DRY 
(strength, position, 
temperature, initial time 
estimate, measuring the 
next few cycles)
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FINAL DESIGN
CONTROLLING BIDET
HOME PAGE - CYCLES
With a user profile, users can select which 
primary functions they want to use in the next 
cycle (there are only a maximum of 3). The 
default is always the most preferred cycle 
(either determined by the remote or selected 
by the user).
REAR WASH
Default screen will show a timer for rear wash in 
real time. Users have an option to change the 
parameters (secondary functions) of the wash 
when they click on Edit and switch back when 
they click on Time left. Secondary functions 
are buried deeper in the hierarchy compared to 
the previous version because it was found that 
they do not need to be accessed as frequently.
FRONT WASH / AIR DRY
Front wash and air dry work 
similarly to the previous 
example (rear wash).
YOU ARE ALL DONE!
Front wash and air dry work 
similarly to the previous 
example (rear wash).
REAR WASH - TIME UPDATE
In the first few cycles of rear washing, 
the remote may ask users to report the 
effectiveness of the wash. This will help it 
understand how long it should spray to make 
the specific user clean. When the remote is 
done calculating the time, it will be able to 
switch automatically to the next task, thus 
further reducing the need for interaction.
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FINAL DESIGN
CONTROLLING BIDET -  NEAR FULL AUTOMATION
INACTIVE SCREEN MODE
When the remote learns the perfect settings for 
the specific user, the user can continue to use the 
remote without interacting with the touch screen. 
The touch screen can be turned off to remove 
“visual noise”. This is the most ideal and desirable 
scenario for any user.
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